
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 We are in the midst of denning season and the AWCF team is 

currently monitoring and safeguarding 14 breeding African wild dog 

packs – 5 packs in Gonarezhou National Park (GNP) and 9 packs in 

Savé Valley Conservancy (SVC). 

 

 Personal protective equipment was provided to 8 community 

clinics around SVC in the face of the Covid-19 pandemic (May 

2020). 
 

 2 adult wild dogs saved from death by snare wires (February 2020). 

 

 An additional 4,865 domestic dogs vaccinated against the rabies 

virus to protect wild dogs and other wildlife (June 2020). 

 

 We are incredibly proud of our 3 scholarship students who have 

been accepted to University this year, and we continue to support 

7 students with extra lessons as they prepare for Ordinary and 

Advanced level exams. We support 29 students in total. 

 

 A shipment of 10 pallets (350 boxes) of library books is on its way 

to Zimbabwe for our supported schools, and 950 solar lamps are in 

our stores waiting to be distributed as soon as schools open. 

 

This has been an unprecedented year for the 

African Wildlife Conservation Fund. Just like the rest 

of the world, we have had to restructure, rethink, 

and refocus our programs and operations in 

response to a global pandemic.  
 

First and foremost, we’d like to thank each and 

every one of you reading this newsletter. Your 

continued interest in our work, and support of our 

programs and dedicated team, has kept us going 

over the last few months and undoubtedly will see 

us weather this storm. 
 

Our team has stepped up, pulled together, and 

remained motivated and focused on our ultimate 

goal to conserve Zimbabwe’s wildlife and uplift her 
people. Our achievements below from January to 

date, despite all odds, speaks to the commitment of 

AWCF, and there is much more still to come! 
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July 2020 
Carry on reading for the full scoop!  
 

Please see below for more facts, photos and stories from the AWCF team, and to hear all about the 2020 

denning season #DenningDown, as well as how you can SUPPORT our valuable work. 

 

Denning season in the Zimbabwean lowveld  

Thankfully, the resident African wild dogs are blissfully unaware of the global pandemic, and doing what they 

do best this time of the year – finding dens, isolating by pack and raising puppies!  

We are monitoring 14 breeding packs at the moment across both SVC and GNP, and have so far recorded at 

least 77 puppies born this denning season (we are still waiting to confirm numbers from trail camera data for 

some of our more elusive packs!). The packs are slightly later to den this year than previously, with some 

packs in GNP only starting to settle down in the last month. This means we’ll have plenty of cute puppy photos 

to share with you for a while still! 

As per our January newsletter, 2019 was an unsettled denning season for wild dogs in SVC in particular, so we 

are glad to report a healthy number of breeding packs, although we hope for strong pup survival and 

recruitment into the next year.    

We hope you enjoy these photos of our denning packs and their puppies! 

Supporting local communities  

After concern was expressed by district vets about the need for urgent 

rabies vaccination campaigns for domestic dogs in community areas, 

and in partnership with Veterinarians for Animal Welfare Zimbabwe 

and district vets, we vaccinated 4,865 domestic dogs. We also used 

this opportunity to reinforce conservation messaging and discuss 

zoonotic diseases in light of the pandemic. 

With schools closed and community gatherings banned, we invested 

time in supporting community clinics and those on the frontline of the 

pandemic. We have provided PPE, infrared thermometers and vital 

supplies to assist with personal hygiene and sanitation, and local-

language flyers on Covid-19 to eight rural clinics around SVC.  

 

https://africanwildlifeconservationfund.org/donate/


 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

July 2020 Fighting a Poaching Pandemic - removing snares and saving lives 
 

Wildlife poaching and the threat of snares has increased significantly with the lapse of Zimbabwe’s economy 
and compounded by the devastating effects of Covid-19. Being accidentally caught in snare wires set for 

bushmeat has consistently been recorded as the greatest known cause of adult wild dog death in the lowveld, 

and this threat has never been more real.  

 

We remain safe and motivated – fighting the odds to achieve our goals 
 

We are weathering the storm, and with your support, have managed to keep staff Covid-19 free, motivated, 

and focused on protecting resident wild dogs (and all wildlife) and engaging with communities. Now more 

than ever, we need to prioritise managing biodiversity and the natural environment, and educating people 

on a sustainable and ‘healthy’ way to utilise resources – exactly what the AWCF team aspires to do! 
 

Working remotely has come with its challenges, but it has allowed the team to ‘take a step back’ and review 

our work and see how we can do better – our recently advertised for ‘content and delivery expert’ for our 
education program is the first of a few exciting changes to the AWCF scope and programs!  #WatchThisSpace  

 

Right: In February, we immobilised and treated two 

wild dogs (in the same pack) who had suffered injury 

from snare wires.  

We are extremely grateful for the hard work of SVC’s 

anti-poaching authority (ATS) and local ranch 

management who reduce the threat of wire snares; 

we work in partnership with ATS (@a_t_s_zim) and 

SVC (@savévalleyconservancy) to bolster efforts 

however we can! 

Left: At the time of writing, we are urgently attending to a snared 

female in Zuva pack. Bubbles, a 4 year old female, is the only 

remaining member of her pack (once a pack of 5) who is doing 

her utmost to hunt alone and feed the 3 remaining puppies 

reliant on her.  

Bubbles was recently sighted carrying a wire and the rest of her 

pack, including the alpha pair, is nowhere to be seen (we can only 

assume they succumbed to wires). Thank you to ATS and local 

ranch management for helping us to keep Bubbles and the 

remaining puppies safe, and to give them a fighting chance.  

Our team couldn’t be happier to be back in action and 
doing what they love! 

Zuva pack’s fate rest in the ‘hands’ of one… snared… female African wild dog… 



 

 

 

Monthly donations are fundamental – please consider becoming a regular donor! 

 

At a time when future funding is uncertain, the security of monthly givers and regular donors is a significant 

support base – no matter the amount! You are one of many hundreds of people who will read this newsletter. 

If you don’t support us already, please consider setting up a standing order or monthly donation? Just imagine 

if everyone who read this letter did so…   
#PartOfThePack 
 

You can support our work and donate through any of the following means: 
 

1. Visit our safe and secure PayPal account  

2. Prefer an EFT or to set up a standing order? We have accounts in the US, U.K., Zimbabwe and South Africa  

3. Follow, like, and share our social media posts on Facebook and Instagram 

4. Become an ambassador for AWCF – host a dinner, run a marathon, or break a world record for us!  
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Stay safe, stay home and stay healthy 

We would like to express a genuine thank you to all of the organisations and the handful of private donors who 

so generously support our work. 

Thanks to National Geographic; Painted Dog Conservation Inc, Australia; Educasa Foundation; Disney 

Conservation Fund; Frederick S. Upton Foundation; SAVE African Rhino Foundation; Trumbull Foundation, 

Zambezi Schoolbook Project, Bourke Family Foundation, Cincinnati Zoo; Brevard Zoo; Pittsburgh Zoo; Columbus 

Zoo and Aquarium; Charlbury & Overseas Community Projects; Painted Wolf Wines and TUSK Trust. 

Thank you... We are very grateful to the Research Council of Zimbabwe for permission to conduct this work 

and to the Zimbabwe Parks and Wildlife Management Authority for their support of our programs, and their 

permission to conduct the research in the Gonarezhou National Park.  

We thank the managers of the Savé Valley Conservancy for their support as well as access to their properties to 

monitor the wild dogs, and the Ministry of Education and local District Schools Inspectors for their support of our 

education work. 
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